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Learning Objectives: 
 To develop problem solving skills and their implementation through Python 
 To understand and implement concepts of object oriented methodology using Python. 

 
Semester - V 

1 Introduction to Python             (03 
+04) 
1.1 Getting Started: Introduction to Python- an interpreted high level language, interactive 

mode  
andscript mode. Variables, Expressions and Statements 

1.2 Variables and Types-mutable and Immutable variable and Keywords. 
1.3 Operators and Operands in Python. (Arithmetic, relational and logical operators), 
1.4 Operator precedence, Expressions and Statements (Assignment statement); 
1.5 Taking input (using raw input() and input()) and displaying output - print statement 
1.6 Comments in Python.                                                                                                                                  
2 Conditional and Looping Construct        (04 + 
04) 

2.1if - else statement and nested if – else while, for, use of                                                                 
2.2 break, continue, pass statement 
2.3 Use of compound expression in conditional constructs 
Functions 

2.4 Built-In Function, invoking built in functions 
2.5 Module (Importing entire module or selected objects using from statement) 
2.6 Functions from math, random, time & date module. 
2.7 Composition 



2.8 User Define Function : Defining , invoking functions,  
2.9 Passing parameters (default parameter values,keyword arguments) 
2.10 Scope of variables, void functions and functions returning values 

 
Semester - VI 

3 Strings            (03 + 
04) 

3.1 Creating, initializing and accessing the elements; 
3.2 String operators: +, *, in, not in, range, slice [n:m] 

3.3 String built in functions & methods: len, capitalize, find, isalnum, isalpha, isdigit, lower, islower, 

isupper, upper, lstrip, rstrip, isspace, istitle, partition, replace,join, split, count, decode, encode, 

swapcase 

3.4 Strings constants defined in string module Regular Expression and Pattern Matching 
4 Lists             (04 + 

04) 

4.1 Concept of mutable lists, creating, initializing and accessing the elements of list 

4.2 List operations (Concatenation, Repetation, Membership, list slices), List comprehensions 

4.3 List functions & methods: len, insert, append, extend, sort, remove, reverse, pop 

Tuples 

4.4 Immutable concept, creating, initializing and accessing the elements in a tuple; 

4.5 Tuple functions: cmp(), len(), max(), min(), tuple() 

Sets 

4.6 Concept of Sets , creating, initializing and accessing the elements of 

4.7 Sets operation(Membership, union, intersection, difference, and symmetric difference 

Dictionaries 

4.8 Concept of key-value pair, creating, initializing and accessing the elements in a dictionary, 

4.9 Traversing, appending, updating and deleting elements 

4.10 Dictionary functions & Methods: cmp, len, clear(), get(), has_key(), items(), keys(), update(), 

values() 

 
Reference Books 

1. https://docs.python.org 

2. Learning Python By Mark Lutz,O’Reilly Publication 

3. Programming with python, A users Book, Michael Dawson, Cengage Learning 

4. Python Essential Reference, David Beazley, Third Edition 

5. Python Bible 
 


